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fleet,	 a	microgravity	 laboratory,	 an	observation	point	
for	astronomers,	and	an	assembly	station	for	spacecraft	
heading	 even	 farther	 into	 space.	 The	 project	 came	






the	 science,	 and	many	 aspects	of	 the	original	 designs,	
made	 their	way	 onto	 the	 International	 Space	 Station	
(ISS),	whose	first	component	was	launched	in	1998.	For	






































Micro Machining Enhances Precision Fabrication 
Artist’s concept of the Space Station Freedom, a design that led to many of the technologies currently aboard the International 
Space Station.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20080003930 2019-08-30T02:06:58+00:00Z















































The	 company	 has	 continued	 its	 relationship	with	
the	Space	Agency,	too.	Its	other	division,	in	addition	to	
micro-EDM,	is	thermal	systems,	which	is	currently	still	
